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ABSTRACT

This project focuses on the effectiveness oftask assembly in virtual environment by
implementing it with the Tower ofHanoi game. The main objective ofthis project is to
construct an effective task assembly in virtual environment by implementing the Tower

ofHanoi game while augmenting the applications ofvirtual reality games. Other than
that, the objective is to conduct evaluations to perceive the effectiveness ofassembly task
in virtual environment by experimenting itwith Tower ofHanoi game. Towards
achieving the objectives, three focal phases are conducted; Planning and Analysis phase,
Design and Construction phase and Testing and Evaluation phase. The first phase
includes data gathering and data analysis; the second phase comprises ofmodeling the
Tower ofHanoi and implements the user interaction with it, and the final phase is doing
an evaluation onthe effectiveness oftask assembly invirtual environment. The results

from the testing and evaluation have shown that HA hypothesis is accepted as true, which
is performing assembly task in virtual environment by implementing it using Tower of
Hanoi iseffective. From the summary table for evaluation ofassembly task in virtual

environment using Tower ofHanoi, itstated that the minimum mean for the evaluation is
8.20 and the maximum mean is9.00. The range for this evaluation isR- 0.8 and the

mean overall for this evaluation is 8.52. This indicates that the range is lesser than the

overall mean, R<M(Overall) hence the hypothesis isaccepted. For future project

development, it is recommended to further develop amore complex and challenging task

assembly in various applications.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Technology has advanced at an ever-increasing, almost exponential rate. One of these

spin-off technologies is virtual reality, defined as an artificial computer generated

environment in which the user has the impression ofbeing part ofthat environment with

the ability to navigate and manipulate objects which have properties and behaviors that

reflect real world objects.

During the last years, Virtual Reality (VR) has proven its potential for the visualization

and manipulation of complex data like 3D geometries generated by means of CAD

applications. An interesting and promising area ofapplication for virtual environments is

assembly simulation. This project describes a process for integrating an interactive

Virtual-Reality-based assembly simulation. It uses the Tower of Hanoi puzzle to

illustratea well definedtask structured assembly planningusing input devices.

In this project, the author also focuses on several features that exist to help the user find

out collisions, clashes, or near-clashes. Besides that, to probe, understand and apply the

assembly task operations using relatively simple functions in VRML for user interaction.

1.1 Background of Study

The Tower of Hanoi puzzle was invented by the French mathematician, Edouard Lucas,

in 1883, in ancient times when 64 gold disks where stacked on diamond needles. Priests

began to transfer the disks in search of the solution. It was conjectured that when the

puzzle was eventually solved, that the universe would cease to exist. Well, the puzzle

was solved long ago and the universe continues to exist.



The puzzle consists of any number of disks (not limited to just 64) and three poles,

which are attached to a baseboard. Each disk has a different outside diameter and a hole

in themiddle large enough for the poles to pass through. To begin, all of the disks are on

the left polewiththe smaller diameter disks on top of the largerones.

The object of the puzzle is to move all the disks from the leftpole to the right pole and

ordered the same as the start (i.e., the smaller diameter disks on top of the larger ones).

Only one disk canbe moved at a time and no disk is allowed on top of a smaller disk.

The middle polemay be used as a temporary resting-place for disks, but at no time is a

larger diskto be on top of a smaller one. This problem can be easily solved withone or

two disks, but becomes more difficult with three or more disks.

The research is focused on human presence in virtual environments from different

angles. The purpose is to find and investigate new concepts that can contribute to the

field of Virtual Reality. The approach will be humanistic rather than technological,

although technical studies will be necessary to develop new concepts and applications.

VR-based assembly simulation systems provide new ways to help users solve puzzles

interactively by being immersed in the environment.

Theproject is mainly to study the on the assembly taskoperations involved in designing

and controlling the puzzle in the virtual environment whereby user interaction is vital

here in order to completethe assemblyoftask.

1.2 Problem Statement

Assembly of tasks should be implemented invirtual environment byvarious applications

including games, prototypes and manufacturing. Here the author focuses on the

effectiveness of task assembly in virtual environment by implementing it with a strategy

game called Tower of Hanoi. Moreover, 3D puzzles and games needs to be

complemented with more improved method for the people to discover the underlying

regularities of a complex computer environment they have never seen before in order to



propose new efficient help tools. The fundamental idea is to allow people to solve the

Tower of Hanoi puzzle in a virtual environment using input devices, at almost realistic

way.

Immersion in an experience is also often as enhancement factor for learning: As states

[Ackermann, 1994a, p. 13,], "interactivity is a key to learning" and 'An increasing

number of software designers, cognitive scientists and educators have come to the view

that experience is actively constructed and reconstructed through direct interaction with

the world, and that, indeed, knowledge is experience". Both social realities and full VR

sensory immersion amplify experience. However, it has yet to be shown when strong

immersion is really effective for a given task. E.g. a recent study on VR as education

tool [Byrne, 1996], showed significance of "interactivity" but not "physical

immersion". On the other hand it's not clear in what cases social immersion into a VE is

really desirable and effective. Therefore, the virtual puzzle is expected to increase the

virtual learning experience to ensure people gets involved in the virtual environment.

To be effective, the Virtual Tower of Hanoi must consider about collision detection.

Collision detection has been a fundamental problem in computer in order animation,

physically-based modeling, geometric modeling, and robotics. In these applications,

interactions between moving objects are modeled by dynamic constraints and contact

analysis. The objects' motions are constrained by various interactions, including

collisions.

A virtual environment, like a puzzle using input devices, creates a computer-generated

world, filled with virtual objects. Such an environment should give the user a feeling of

presence, which includes making the images of both the user and the surrounding

objects feel solid. For example, the objects should not pass through each other, and

things should move as expected when pushed, pulled or grasped. Such actions require

accurate collision detection, ifthey are to achieve any degree ofrealism.



1.2.1 Significant of the Project

Virtual environments (VEs) for education, research and life have have been discussed in

various disciplines. While advanced multi-user educational VEs are still mostly
speculation (e.g. [Loeffler, 1993]), simpler VEs based on standard technologies have ben
in existence for some time. (e.g. [Hiltz, 1988], pitz, 1993]) [Scardamalia etal.,

1992],[Eisenstadt et al., 1995]). However, very little research on Virtual Reality as atool
for solving puzzles and games has been carried out. Therefore, in this project, the author
concentrates on a virtual puzzle; Tower of Hanoi. The research focuses on the

effectiveness of using 3D input devices in assembling a task in a virtual environment.

Besides that, this project gives possibilities for local designers and programmers to

create virtual puzzles and games by using suitable algorithms and collision detections as

guidingprinciples.

The Tower ofHanoi game is implemented to show the effectiveness ofassembly task in

virtual environment because Tower ofHanoi is a game thatrequires theusers to perform

the tasks of an assembly such as select, move and position. Since the project is also to

highlight virtual games, Tower ofHanoi game is the most suitable application to be

implemented.

1.3 Aim and Objectives

The aim ofthis project is to develop Tower ofHanoi puzzle based on task assembly ina

virtual environment whereby users use 3Dinput devices to interact with components.

The objectives of the project are:

1. To construct an effective task assembly in virtual environment by

implementing the Towerof Hanoigame.

2. To augment theapplications ofvirtual reality games.



3. To construct andconduct an evaluation in order to perceive the effectives of

assembly task in virtual environment.

1.4 Scope of Study

On the whole, the project analyzes the task assembly that can be applied in the Tower of

Hanoi game ina virtual environment. The task assembly is the main aspect being looked

into and is applied throughout this project. Besides, the author also highlights the

performance of the 3D game.

The puzzle supports a VR interface for performing task-oriented virtual assembly,

constraint analysis, and collision-free assembly planning. It provides a virtual reality

interface which allows users to freely navigate in the assembly environment, select one

of theparts, andmove it to theother pole. To accomplish the goal, the free motion of an

input device is restricted by both a collision-free path and allowable motion derived

from mating constraints between the parts. The allowable motion with reduced degrees

of freedom guides the user assembling the parts in a constrained direction or around a

specified rotating axis. Any illegal motion thatwill possibly cause a collision ordisabled

movement is notallowed, which prompts a warning sound or error messages to alert the

user.

The end product for the project is the simulation of Tower of Hanoi puzzle in a virtual

environment. Users are required to move all the disks from the left pole tothe right pole

using input devices with the smaller diameter disks ontop of the larger ones. From the

moves necessary to transfer one, two, andthree disks, wecan find a recursive pattern - a

pattern that uses information from one step to find the next step - for moving n disks

from post A to post C.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

An investigation is carried out tostudy other related work aspart of the project research.

Thereare five core research areascompiled as follows.

2.1 Virtual Reality and 3D Environment

Immersion, whether physiological or psychological in nature, is intended to instill a

sense ofbeliefthatone has lefttherealworld and is now"present" in the virtual

environment. Thisnotion of beingpresentin the virtual worldhasbeenconsidered

central to VE endeavors since itsconception [Minsky, 1980]. Presence is traditionally

thought ofas thepsychological perception of "being in" or "existing in" theVE in which

one is immersed [Heeter, 1992; Sheridan, 1992; Steuer, 1992; Witmer and Singer,

1998]. Virtual Reality simulates an environment enabling a person to visualize and

compare it to a real world, which may still be in its conceptual state. Users of a virtual

reality application can move ormanipulate thesimulated objects according to their

preferences. The users can therefore simulate anenvironment in this virtual world,

which meets their demands in allrespects before actually developing it in real life.

For this project, the author utilizes the virtual Tower ofHanoi simulation in 3D

environment which means applying the 3Dconceptual images andobjects. Interactive

3Denvironment and3Danimation is a good technique to make theapplication more

attractive and interactive. 3D animation is more realistic than 2D animation which has

been usedwidely in mostapplications. Here,the objects suchas the disks are created in

3Dwhich manipulates thedistances, depth andangles ofobjects and creates effects,

which the human eyes perceived as real life 3Dobjects. Themostessential elements that



differentiate the 2D environment and 3D environment are the manipulation oflights,

colors and perspectives of the objectsto create realism.

2.2 Virtual Learning and Fun Environment

Virtual Environments foreducation, research and life are interactive cyberspaces where

many users can communicate andcollaborate in various way. Theyalso can buildvirtual

like offices, books, blackboards, artificial persons and more. VEs should also provide

optimal support for information storage, retrieval andmanipulation. Whileadvanced

multi-user educational VEs are still mostly speculation [Loeffler, 1993], simpler VEs

based on standard technologies have beninexistence for some time. ([Hiltz, 1988],

[Hiltz, 1993]) [Scardamaliaetal, 1992] ,psenstadt et al, 1995]). VEs are collaboration

tools. Many studies have shown thatcollaborative learning and collaborative work is

efficient, some conditions for eithersuccess or failure are well known, others are still

unknown [Dillenburg et Schneider, 1995]. Through this Virtual Reality application, it

has been proven that aneffective learning process can beachieved while having fun

manipulating the 3D objects.

Comparedto 2D environments, dealingwith simulations in 3D environments are an

inspiring andappealing factor. Immersion in an experience is also often as enhancement

factor for learning: As states [Ackermann, 1994a, p. 13,], "interactivity is a key to

learning" and 'An increasing number of software designers, cognitive scientists and

educators have come to the viewthatexperience is actively constructed and

reconstructed through direct interaction with the world, andthat, indeed, knowledge is

experience"

2.2.1VEs need objects that can be manipulated

If VEs are to be fully operational people must be able to "bring in" as many virtual

objects as they need for work and communication. Ves can be seen as a social context

for propagating constructionism (e.g. students manipulating'' symbolic physical" objects



[Moshell et al., 1995] or "real virtual physical objects"). To ensure effective learning,

users mustperceive it from practice or performing specified tasks. Interactive objects

favor reflectionwhich in turn favors learning[Collinset Brown, 1988].

2.3 Virtual Assembly Environment

The Assembling consistsofthe act ofputtingtwo or more components together; but

behindthe scenes work includesmanyactivitiesnecessary to realise the complete

product, repair it, and disassemble it for recycling or disposalAn assemblytask may

be divided into six basicactivities suchas reach, select, grasp, move, position, and

assemble. Activities such as "reach" and "move" are generatedby biomechanics of

body motions including human factors principles such as Fitts' law [Prabhu et al,

1992]. The integration of VirtualRealitywith software systems for engineering,

design, and manufacturing will provide efficient toolsto the fieldof computer-aided-

engineering. One aspectofdesign and manufacturing which may be significantly

affectedby virtual reality is product design and assembly.

Tower ofHanoi game is an assembly task as users have to do the basic activities ofan

assembly task suchas selecting, moving and positioning the objects. The development

ofTower ofHanoi in Virtual Reality is to illustratethe assembly task in a virtual

environment.

2.3.1 Virtual Reality for Manual Assembly

The process of assembly is currently one of the most complexes in industry

pelchambre, 1992]. The term "assembly" actually applies to some 20 different

procedures. For a human operator equipped with adequate tools, none ofthese tasks is

impossible. The human combines logic and perception of the environment, and has

two sophisticated tools, the hands, to do the work.



The objective of designing virtual assembly environment is to enables users to

visualise and interact witha 3D computer representation of a product minimising the

requirement to build physical prototypes. The main issues investigated by applying

this technology in the area of product assembly are to evaluate parts' assemblability,

part accessibility and part layout during the product design phase and the estimation

of the assembly time. The Tower of Hanoi game consists of several partsthat need to

be assembled in orderto accomplish the game.

Assembling virtual parts has highlighted several problems including differences

between conducting the task in a real and virtual environment. If an assembly task is

accomplished in a different manner in the real worldthan the VE, then the accuracy of

the estimated assembly sequences and sequences and task completion times comes

into doubt.

The Virtual assembly Environment incorporates virtual representations of components

and objects, produces auditory responses whendifferent objects collide, and enables the

user to interactwith virtual objectsby different devicessuch as standard 3D mouseand a

pairof pinch Glove. Tower of Hanoi in virtual assembly environment aims at the

generation of assembly sequence from the user interaction withvirtual parts. Thetime

taken to accomplish the game also varies from oneanother depending on howtrouble-

free onecan take to perform the task assembly.

Figure 2.1: Assembly manipulation
using a 3D mouse as
interaction device
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Figure 2.2: Assembly manipulate
with pinch Glove

Figure 2.3: Part's assembly in re
world

Figure 2.4: Part's assembly in vir
environment



2.4 Investigation of Task-Performance for Interaction within a Virtual

Environment for Assembly

Theuse of virtual environments to augment CAD environments has the potential to

improve productivity andreduce costs in theproduct development life-cycle through the

use of virtual prototyping [Maxfield 1996]. Virtual prototyping aims to construct a

realistic digital simulation of the product [Haug et al 1993], for design and functionality

analysis in the early stages of the product development process.

Virtual assembly, a component of virtual prototyping, is defined as the use of computer

tools to "assistwith"assembly-related engineering decisions through analysis, predictive

models, visualization, and presentation ofdata withoutphysical realizationofthe

productor supporting processes [Connacher et al 1995]. In particular, interactivity is one

of the most important assetsto support closed-loop virtual prototyping [Junget al 1997;

1998]. Easy and precise interaction, however, is difficult in a virtual world. It presentsa

real problemwhen dealingwith complicated engineeringassembly environments that

demandhigh precisionand accuracy [Fa et al 1993;Jung et al 1998]. In this context,

there is a needto investigate howto design and evaluate interaction techniques in Tower

ofHanoi game to achievean intelligenttask-level human-computer interfacewithinthe

virtual assembly environment.

The designand development of technology to improve the qualityof work and the

quality ofthe products ofwork require us to pay close attention to the nature of the

work, and to be explicit abouthowanytechnology that we designmight affectpeople

and their work [Johnson et al 1995]. This project describes an experiment to conduct a

task-performance analysis regardingthe usabilityof interaction techniquesby using a

constraint based assembly task model. In this project, a constraint is defined as a

geometry constraint and assembly relationship between solids. The study advances

understanding of how people undertake assembly tasks in a VE systemand howthe

system will affect people in terms of how they could use it.

11



2.4.1 Related Task-Performance Analysis in Human-Computer Interaction

Task analysis is used to understand the user's activity in the context of the whole

system, either inanexisting ora future system pCieras 1996]. Anumber ofrelated

studies have compared andevaluated interaction techniques related primarily to the

assessment of userperformance. Forexample, Poupyrev et al presented a study to

compare two basic interaction metaphors for egocentric direct manipulation inobject

selection andpositioning experiments [Poupyrev et al 1998]. Bowman & Hodges

conducted a series of studiesto evaluate interaction techniques for universal VE

interaction tasks [Bowan & Hodges 1997,1999]. Otherrelated work includes IowaState

University's investigation of a spherical mechanism design taskto compare twotypes of

computer interface in orderto determine if there are advantages of in usingVR

technology as opposed to computer workstation-based software. The results were

discussed in terms of interaction device and visualization interface preferences

(http://www.vrac.iastate.edu/~jmvance/EVAL). Gribinau compared a single- and two-

handed 3D input interface for 3D objectassembly tasks [Gribinau & Hennessey 1998].

To explore two-handed virtual manipulation for neurosurgical applications, Hinckley et

al performed a series of experiments both in the physical world andvirtual environment

[Hinckley 1996, Hinckley et al 1998]. However, little research hasbeen found to

investigate task-performance for interaction withconstraint basedassembly models in a

virtual environment, andcompare this withthe task-performance of the sameassembly

in the real world. This assists in the building ofmore intelligent task-level human-

computer interfaces.

2.4.2 Interaction Techniques within the IVPS

The Interactive Virtual Prototyping System (IVPS) [Thompson et al 1998; Maxfield

1999] provides a 3D environment in which an engineercan visualiseand interactwith a

particularproduct. A geometricmodel ofthe design can be exportedfrom a CADsystem

and imported intothe IVPS, where the components of the model can be visualised and

manipulated as 3D geometric solids. The user can then assemblethe productby directly

12



interacting with the components and manipulating the resultingassembly to test its

kinematic behaviour.

Interacting
with IVPS

Functions

Interacting with
components

Constructing an
assembly

Manipulating
constrained components

Interaction Techniques

Component Pick

Component Manipulation

Direct Selection

Direct Manipulation

Constraint Based

Manipulation

Figure 2.5: Interaction techniques to study

Currently, interactionwith the IVPS system is achievedusing a combination of

mouseand keyboard input. Interactionwith the IVPS systemincludes [Maxfield

1999]: interacting with the 3D viewer, interactingwith components, constructing an

assembly, manipulating constrained components, simulating non-nominal

components and simulating lighting conditions. This study is particularly interested in

interacting with components, constructing an assembly and manipulating constrained

components. A simple classification ofinteraction techniques underlying the three

interaction functions is presented in Figure 1.

13



For Interacting with components, the Component Pick technique isused to select a

component. Atarget component will behighlighted by a bounding box to indicate it is

currently under the select pointer orthat it has been selected. Component manipulation

is used to freely manipulate a selected component in 3Dspace.

To Construct anassembly, assembly constraints must first be defined between the

components ofmodel. Direct Selection isused tocreate a new constraint by directly

picking two geometric entities tobeconstrained. The system will initially be in

Viewpoint Manipulation Mode. Inthis mode the viewpoint can bealtered. To specify the

first geometric entity the user must first switch into Geometry Picking Mode. Inthis

modethe entiremodel willbecome transparent so that the highlighted or selected

geometric entities can easily bedistinguished from the rest ofthe model. When an entity

is under mouse pointer, it will behighlighted inred Figure 3 illustrates theprocess of

switching between thevarious modes within thesystem when using Direct Selection.

1 • Viewpoint Manipulation Mode

Change
mode

1
, Change mode

Geometry Pick Mode
4

i

Select 1st entity

GeometryPick Mode

'

Select 2nd entity

Constraint satisfaction and
ereation

Restart

Figure 2.6: Switch between modes for Direct Selection

14



Direct Manipulation is usedto create a newconstraint by selecting a particular

component andmanipulating it while thesystem attempts to predict allpossible mating

conditions that exist given thecurrent position andorientation oftheselected component

and allother components in themodel. First theuser enters Component Pick Mode to

select a component. Once selected thesystem enters Direct Manipulation Mode. Inthis

mode all components (including the selected one) become transparent so that the

highlighted geometric entities can be distinguished from the rest of the model. The

selected component can bemanipulated using the mouse. Each time the component is

manipulated, the system willpredict all valid mating conditions between the selected

component and any others in the model. At eachstepof the manipulation, themost

likely constraint is offered to the user. This can be accepted by releasing (deselecting)

the component. The system will then satisfy and create the necessary assembly

constraint, and switch back into the Viewpoint Manipulation Mode. Figure 3 illustrates

the process ofswitching between the various modes within the system when using
Direct Manipulation.

p, Viewpoint Manipulation Mode

Change
mode

^
, Change mode

Component Pick Mode < 1

'

Select component

Direct Manipulation Mode

'

Accept prompt

Constraint satisfaction and
ereation

Restart

Figure 2.7: Switching between modes for Direct Manipulation
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2.5 Tower of Hanoi

The Legend. In an ancient city in India, so the legendgoes,monks in a temple have to

move a pile of64 sacreddisks from one locationto another. The disks are fragile; only

one can be carried at a time. A disk may not be placed on top ofa smaller, less valuable

disk. And, there is onlyoneotherlocation in the temple (besides the original and

destination locations) sacred enough that a pile of disks can be placedthere. So, the

monks start moving disks back and forth, between the original pile,the pile at the new

location, andthe intermediate location, always keeping thepiles in order (largest on the

bottom, smallest on the top). The legend is that, before the monks make the final move

to completethe new pile in the new location, the temple will turn to dust and the world

will end.

The Game The Towerof Hanoipuzzle was invented by the French mathematician

Edouard Lucas in 1883. There are three polesone ofwhich contains threaded disks

sorted from thebiggest one at thebottom to thesmallest onat thetop. We cantake disks

from one poleandputthem onanother one, butwecanlift only one diskat a time, and

only smaller diskon thetop of thebigger. So, the goal of the Tower ofHanoi game is to

remove disks from the onepoleandcollect them at another empty pole.

16



TOWER OF HANOI

TOWER 1 TOWER 2 TOWER 3

Figure 2.8: Tower of Hanoi game
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Procedure Identification

The author had gone through a series ofconventional steps oralso known as a road map

for this project that facilitate the author toproduce a well-timed, high quality results. In

other words, the author had created a research framework toensure the research project

issuccessfully done. The research framework can beview inFigure 3.1.

The research framework can be categorized under the Rapid Application Development

(RAD) model because theresearch project development process is a linear sequential

software development process that emphasizes an extremely short development cycle.

RAD can bea good development model for information technology applications that are

limited in scope and time. The author uses RAD model as it is able to meet business

needs as fast as possible which are necessary for today highly-competitive business

environment. Byusing RAD, it enables theauthor to complete the 3DVirtual Tower of

Hanoi withina veryshorttime period; 60 to 90 days.

On the whole, this research project consists of3main phases; planning and analysis

phase, design and construction phase, andtesting andevaluation phase. The author could

not proceed tothenext phase until the phase is. carried out.since the phases are directly
dependent on each other.

Eirstly, theplanning andanalysis phase consist of two key elements which are data

gatheringand data analysis. The author had done a distinctive researchand dealswith a

range ofinformation that isrelated with the research project. The information gathered

•must then beanalyzed thoroughly toensure that it is still within the scope ofthe project.
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The planningand analysisphase is an ongoingphase throughoutthis project as it

enables the author to collect related information from time to time.

The research andanalyzed information from the first phase had thenbeenusedto the

nextphase; the design and construction phase. Thisphaseconsists of two keyelements

which arethe modeling of the virtual Tower of Hanoi that is the disks and poles andalso

applying the appropriate collision detection forthe game.

Lastly, the product from the research project had also undertaken the testing and

evaluation phase. Here, the author had carried out one main testing and evaluation

whereby the game is being played according to the rules and thecollision detection that

had been applied is observed to ensurecorrect movements between the disks and the

poles. As a final point, the data gathered during the testing and evaluation phase is
analyzed.
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3.2 Planning and Analysis Phase

The planning and analysis phase is divided into two key elements which is data

gathering and data analysis.

3.2.1 Data gathering

During this phase, the author did the project planning thoroughly as she needs to

complete the final product within a certain time frame. The author had established the

project scope and the work schedule in this phase which is necessary to ensure the

proper product completion. Identifying the project scope is very crucial here because of

the limited time the author had to complete the project. She had to make sure ofthe

scope ofthe project so that the phases done throughout the project for instance the

analysisand constructing phase are restrained from goingwider than what the project

should covers.

Related data for the project such as the 3D environment, virtual disks and poles ofthe

Tower ofHanoi, collisiondetection, assembly of task, the originalTower of Hanoi game

as well as virtual realityapplications are gatheredfor analysis purposes. Fundamentally,

data gatheringis focusedon the secondary data sourcesto support the hypothesis and

theoryofthe research, which includes data gatheringof existing readingmaterials like

online materials includingjournals and articles and also printed materialscomprising of

magazines, booksand newspapers. Furthermore, the community views ofthe advantages

ofthe project must be consideredin orderto have better understanding on the project.

Consequently, the author had distributed a preliminary survey to get any related

information (RefertoAppendix Afor theInitial Survey Form).

Moreover, observation was conducted for gathering data purposes to increase the

author's understanding ofthe research. The author playedthe Tower ofHanoi game in a

2D environment numerously to observe the movements of the disks. The author too
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studied several 3D environments which involves movements ofobjects that implements

collision detection.

Above all, the planning and analysis phasehadtakenthe mosteffortand time during the

projectdevelopment as it mainly contributes to the success of the projectupon

completion. It is also an ongoingprocessthroughoutthe project.

3.2.1 Data analysis

There are several other measures that should be taken once thedatagathering process

hadbeen completed to understand the meaning of the collected data. For that reason, the

dataanalysis process is where thecollected datais filtered, analyzed, separated and

transformed to constructive information whereby it is thenused to develop the product

during the design andconstruction phase. This is another important process because

having theright and useful information isvital in order to proceed accurately in the later

phases.

In this phase, the authorhad also analyzed the suitabletools to be used to simulatethe

Tower ofHanoi game appropriately. The hardware needed for this project is a personal

computer equipped with graphic card, sound card, anda high performance processor in

orderto develop high-quality graphics, animations andmotions. Low performance

processorwould result in slow development and modeling processes.

Finally, the authorcan design the targetproduct; 3DVirtual Towerof Hanoi, after

reviewing and analyzing the findings ofdata. These useful dataare implemented in the

next phase which is the design and construction phase.
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3.3 Design and Construction Phase

The design and construction phaseis alsodivided into two keyelements which is

modeling virtual Towerof Hanoiand the user interaction for Towerof Hanoi.

3.3.1 Modeling Tower of Hanoi

To model the 3D Tower of Hanoi, basically only two geometric modeling are used;

cylinderand doughnut. Cylinderacts as the pole or the tower while doughnuts act as the

disks. There are three cylindersdesignedwhich have the same size and are positionedat

the same plane of the X-axis. Thereare also three different sizes ofdoughnuts modeled

and are placed at the leftmost cylinder.

Users must be able to differentiate the three sizes of the disks in order to play the game.

Hence the author created three different scales for each disk. The disks are also modeled

in different colors to make easier for the users to perceive the disks. The right

transformation and translationfor each object is also very essential in order to place the

objects properly.

3.3.2 User interaction for Tower of Hanoi

Task assembly is concernedwith movements of objects from one positionto another.

Thereforeuser interactionis the essentialpart ofdeveloping this project. The author

usedthe javascript to senseobjects and trigger events. Thereare several events that can

be generated from these depending on how user interacts with the objects. Users are able

to pick, move, and positionthe objectsaccordingly. Thereforesuitablefunctions are

included in the coding to generate the actions by users.
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3.4 Testing and Evaluation Phase

The testing and evaluation phase is divided into four key elements which are the test
design, hypothesis development, evaluation and data collection and also data analysis.

3.4.1 Test design

Mainly, test design is amethod of testing which conducted by the designer in order to
obtain the intended results. The author had tested the 3D Virtual Tower ofHanoi

repeatedly during the construction phase. When the functions and sensors are applied,
the simulation result is tested tocheck theproper movements between the disks.

Moreover, the movements ofthe disks between the poles must be checked correctly

according to the rules ofthe game. The test design is repeated until the desired results

are accomplished.

3.4.2 Hypothesis development

Hypothesis is required for this project to perform the evaluation that had been planned
earlier. With the hypothesis, the data collections after the evaluations are very much

simpler tobe interpreted. Predominantly, the data gathered from the evaluation are

converted into constructive tables ofdescriptive statistics andhistogram charts forbetter

visualization of the results. A basic formula is applied to determine whether a hypothesis

can beaccepted orrejected. For this project, there isonly one main evaluation that had

been carried out. It isto perceive whether assembly task invirtual environment is

effectiveby implementing it with Tower ofHanoi game.

The evaluation: Perceive assembly task in virtual environment using Tower ofHanoi

Ho'- Performing assembly task in virtual environment by implementing it using Tower of

Hanoi is not effective.

Ha: Performing assembly task in virtual environment by implementing itusing Tower of

Hanoi is effective.
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From thedescriptive statistic, the attribute of theeffectiveness of assembly task in

virtual environment using Towerof Hanoiare shown.

Findrange (R)andmean overall; M (Overall) as below:

Attribute of the effectives of assembly task in virtual Mean

environment using Tower of Hanoi

A, Mi

• •

•

A2 M2

• •

• •

A„ Mn

Ai, A2 An= attribute

Mi, M2 Mn = mean for each attribute

Range (R) = M(max) - M(min)
OverallMean, M(overall)= M^+ M2 +M„

n

Therefore, by usingthissimplecalculation, the HO hypothesis is rejected if

A <M (overall)
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3.4.3 Evaluation and data collection

The author conducts the evaluation process by utilizing the heuristic evaluation whereby

it is the process ofdetermining the acceptability of the end product ofhow appealing it

is and how well it matches the required objective. These evaluations are gathered from

the evaluators' feedback on the simulation results.

There is only one evaluation conducted in this stage for the project. The evaluation is to

perceivethat assembly task in virtual environment using Tower of Hanoi is effective.

The main objectiveof this evaluationis to find out the accomplishment ofdoingan

assembly task in a virtual environment by playing Tower ofHanoi game.

• The evaluators' profile

5 people were chosen in order to make the productscomparison, which was held on the

April6,2004. Thevenue is at the cafe in Village 4, Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS

(UTP). Considering the time constraints, only 5 respondents from UTP were chosento

give their responseand feedback. There are 2 evaluators whom well-verse with

computergraphics and virtual realityapplications. In fact, they are the Information

Technology (IT) and Information System (IS) students. There are also 2 evaluators

whom well-verse with computergraphicsand virtual realityapplicationsbut they are not

familiar with Tower ofHanoi strategy game. Another evaluator whom is not familiar

with computergraphics and virtual realityapplications and she is also not familiarwith

Tower ofHanoi strategy game.

• Method ofconducting evaluation

Before the author conducted the evaluation session, a small briefing on Virtual Tower of

Hanoi is carried out in order to foster understanding on the evaluated subjects. Rules of

the game weregiven so that the evaluators are able to execute the game correspondingly.
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Theevaluation is basically to let the evaluators try outthe 3DVirtual Tower ofHanoi

according to the exact rules of the strategy game. When anevaluator is playing the

game, theother evaluators arenotable to observe heor she accomplishing thegame

since it requires own strategy. Hence individual time is taken foreach game that has

been completed.

Each and every evaluator is interviewed after theevaluations were carried out. Atthe

end of theevaluation phase, thechecklists and questionnaires are collected fordata

analysis. The data collected form the interviews are also collected tobe analyzed.

(Refer toAppendix Bfor example ofEvaluation Checklist).

3.4.4 Data Analysis

Inthis phase, thedata collected from evaluation phase is analyzed. These important data

are calculated and tabulated in the statistic tables. The calculated data is then plotted into

histogram forbetter visualization of theevaluation results. All the details of the

calculations and results are discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Results and Discussion for Planning and Analysis Phase

4.1.1 Preliminary Survey

Preliminary questionnaire has been distributed to 5 students from Universiti Teknologi

PETRONAS (UTP) in order to get their feedback about the research project and the

development of 3D Virtual Tower ofHanoi. This is the initial respond for analyzing the

user's requirements and theirexpectations of the product.

The age level of respondents is between 20 years oldto 23 years old. The questionnaire

consists often simple questions, so that they would be able to understand the questions

easily as well as providing appropriate responds (refer to Appendix). The reason of

choosing thatage level is because they are the target user and they are also exposed on

the current advances of technology. In addition, most of them know how to use a

computer. Basically, the process of selecting suitable respondents is important because

the author would like to meetthe objective of gathering data through questionnaire.

The results from the Initial SurveyForm are divided into few categories accordingto the

rationale of the data. The results for each category are explained as follows:
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1. Strategy Games Genre

Data analysis:

Games Genre Number ofrespondent

Action-adventure 2

Puzzles 2

Sims 1

Race 0

5

20%
EAction-

& adventure
•Puzzles

^^^v 40

DRace

[i^^^^BHH|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H||H!i!^^^^PP
nsims

40%

Figure 4.1: Strategy games genre

Discussion and result interpretation:

Fromthe pie chart above, it is clearly stated that respondents are fonder ofaction-

adventureand puzzlegames as they gain 40 percentsofthe total respondents compared

to Sims which gain 20 percents and none for race.
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2. The Most PreferredWay of Playing StrategyGames

Data analysis:

Ways ofPlayingStrategy Games Number ofrespondent

3D virtual environment 3

Board game 1

2D computer game 1

5

20%

20%

13D Virtual

Environment

IBoard games

Q 2D Computer
games

Figure 4.2: The preferredways of playing strategy games

Discussion and result interpretation:

From Figure 4.2, it shows that 60percents oftherespondents prefer to play strategy

games using 3D virtual environment. While 20 percents prefer toplay using board

games and 2D computer games each. The reason based onthis result isbecause the

respondents are interested totry new advances oftechnology which isassociated with

virtual environment. Furthermore games related to virtual reality applications are more

exciting and attention-grabbing compared to board games and 2D computer games.
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3. Users' Acceptance of3D Virtual Tower ofHanoi

Data analysis:

Users'Acceptance of3D Virtual Tower ofHanoi Number ofrespondent

Interested 4

Not interested 1

5

Interested Not Interested

Figure 43: Interest of respondents about 3D Virtual Tower of Hanoi

Discussion and result interpretation:

The histogram above indicates that 80 percents of the respondents are interested in the

Virtual Tower ofHanoi. They might find that games using virtual reality applications

are more exciting than the typical 2D games. However there are 20 percents who are not

interested in the virtual game maybe because they are not much exposed to virtual

reality games.
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4.2 Results and Discussion for Design and Construction Phase

During the design and development phase, the author had modeled the Tower of Hanoi

and applied the appropriate sensors for user interaction.

The first step in design and construction phase is to model the Tower of Hanoi by

creating objects that are most suitable. Basically two 3D objects were shaped; cylinder

and doughnut. Displaying 3D graphics is very different from displaying 2D images.

Objects are positioned in three dimensions but must be viewed on a two-dimensional

computerdisplay. Because the objects exist in three dimensions, it must be decidedfrom

which direction they should be viewed.

Although this makes it harder to work with 3D, it also gives 3D huge advantages over

2D. The compactness of 3D comes from the ability of the author to define objects as

skeletons, to be filled in by the computer rendering the image. The author did not just

make a VRML file with just a Cylinder and Doughnut node as it will not do anything. The

Cylinder and Doughnut specifyonly the geometry(shape) of an object, not its appearance

(color). VRML also has an Appearance node, to define its color. Once the author has

geometry and appearance, she had enough to define a VRML object. All she needed was

a way to associate the color with the geometry. In VRML, the author did this with the

Shape node.

A VRML scene graph uses a Cartesian coordinate system. Every point in the world can

be described by a set of three numbers, called a coordinate. The first number is the X

component, which places the object right and left in the world. The second is the Y

component, which places the object up and down in the world. The third is the Z

component, which places the object nearer and farther from the front of the screen. The

author need to use the coordinate system for all objects created in the VRML scene for

properplacement, scale, and orientation in the scene. The Transform node has a children

field that can hold a Shape node. Most ofthe other fields of Transform allow the author to

change the position, size, and orientation of the nodes in the children field. The fields
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controlling these transformations are center, rotation, scale, scaleOrientation, and

translation.

Its definition looked like this:

Transform {

children Shape {

appearance Appearance {

material Material {

diffuseColor .7 .4 0.2

}

}

geometry Box {

size 12.5 0.2 2

}

Figure 4.4:A 3D box for the baseof the game
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Fundamentally, the author created three cylinders and three doughnuts. The cylinders act

as the poles and the doughnuts act as the disks. The doughnuts were modeled in three

different sizesand colors. The sizes and colors can be determined by the scale and

appearance in the code. The sizes ofthe disks are essential as they are the main objects

that are manipulated by users. The author determinedthe accurate scale and positioned

them accordingly in the firstcylinder. Meanwhile the threecylinders are typical in sizes

and colors.

a_,.;,__
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Figure 4.5: A 3D cylinder as the tower

Figure 4.6:3D doughnuts as the disks
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The portionof the javascript used for user interaction:

function isLit PI(eventValue) {

if {eventValue==true) {

color_Pl - activeColor;

color_P2 = inactiveColor;

color P3 = inactiveColor; }

else {

color_Pl - activeColor;

color_P2 = inactiveColor;

color_P3 = inactiveColor; }

end_peg = 1, }

function isLit_J?2 (eventValue) {

if (eventValue==true) {

color_P2 = activeColor;

color P3 - inactiveColor;

color_Pl - inactiveColor; }

else {

color_P2 = activeColor;

color P3 = inactiveColor;

color PI = inactiveColor; }

end_peg - 2, }

function isLit^_P3(eventValue) {

if {eventValue==true) {

color P3 = activeColor;

color_P2 = inactiveColor;

color_Pl - inactiveColor; }

else {

color P3 = activeColor;

color P2 = inactiveColor;

color_Pl = inactiveColor; }

end peg = 3,

}
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Figure 4.7: The center pole is selected to position a disk

Figure 4.8: Virtual Tower of Hanoi
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4.3 Results and Discussion for Testing and Evaluation Phase

In the final section, during the evaluation phase valuable data are collected. In this

section the data are converted to statistical data and histogram charts for simplicity to

interpret and evaluate.

4.3.1 Evaluation - Perceive assembly task in virtual environment using

Tower of Hanoi

In this evaluation, the author intends to perceive the effectiveness of assembly task in

virtual environment by implementing it with Tower of Hanoi game. The evaluators are

asked to play the Tower of Hanoi game and complete the task of the game and see the

efficiency of assembly task in virtual environment using Tower of Hanoi. Table 4.1

below shows the data collected and analyzed from the evaluation phase. The histogram

is plotted according to the mean calculated.

N Mm \ki\ Sum \k;m

The difficulty of performing assembly task 5 8.00 9.00 43.00 8.60

in virtual environment using Tower of

Hanoi

The difficulty ofcompleting the Virtual 5 7.00 9.00 41.00 8.20

Tower ofHanoi in time

The effectiveness ofperforming assembly 5 8.00 10.00 45.00 9.00

task in virtual environment using Tower of

Hanoi

Level of interest on the Virtual Tower of 5 7.00 9.00 41.00 8.20

Hanoi

The probability of virtual environment to 5 8.00 9.00 43.00 8.60

become an effective way ofdoing assembly

task

Valid N 5

Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics for evaluation of the effectiveness of assembly
task in virtual environment using Tower of Hanoi
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IThe probability of virtual environment
to become an effective way of doing
assembly task

D Level of Interest on the Virtual Tower

of Hanoi

•The effectiveness of performing
assembly task in virtual environment
using Tower of Hanoi

•The difficulty of completing the virtual
Tower of Hanoi In time

HThe difficulty of performing assembly
task In virtual environment using
Tower of Hanoi

Figure 4.9: Histogram for evaluation of the effectiveness of assembly task in
virtual environment using Tower of Hanoi

• The difficulty ofperforming assembly task in virtual environment using 8.60

Tower ofHanoi

• The difficulty of completing the Virtual Tower ofHanoi in time 8.20

• The effectiveness ofperforming assembly task in virtual environment 9.00

using Tower ofHanoi

• Level of interest on the Virtual Tower ofHanoi 8.20

• The probability of virtual environment to become an effective way of 8.60

doing assembly task

Mean Overall 8.52

Table 4.2: Summary for evaluation of the effectiveness ofassembly task in
virtual environment using Tower of Hanoi
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Hypothesis

The evaluation: Perceive assembly task in virtual environment using Tower ofHanoi

Ho: Performing assembly task in virtual environment by implementing itusing Tower of

Hanoi is not effective.

Ha: Performing assembly task in virtual environment by implementing itusing Tower of

Hanoi is effective.

From thesummary table forevaluation of assembly task in virtual environment using

Tower ofHanoi, it statedthat the minimum mean for the evaluationis 8.20 and the

maximum mean is 9.00. The range for this evaluation is R = 0.8 and the mean overall

for this evaluationis 8.52. This indicatesthat the range is lesser than the overallmean,

R < M (Overall) hence the hypothesis is accepted. Asa conclusion for the evaluation,

the HA hypothesisis accepted as true, which is

HA: Performing assembly task in virtual environment byimplementing it using Tower of

Hanoi is effective.
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CHAPTERS

RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary of the project

In this project, the author had managed to achieve the initial objectives and successfully
developed a strategy game that have applied the task of assembly in a virtual
environment entitled 3D Virtual Tower of Hanoi. The author had successfully

implemented the appropriate functions and sensors for the user interaction inthe virtual

environment. Furthermore, from the evaluation that had been conducted, the author

found out that the project is capable to intensify the performance of task assembly by

experimenting it using the Tower of Hanoi game which utilizes the Virtual Reality and

3D environment.

Moreover, the result from the evaluation also proves that performing assembly task in

virtual environment using Tower of Hanoi is effective,when evaluatorssolve the Tower

of Hanoi game. It is shown that the implementation of task assembly in virtual

environment is a successful performance altogetherand it could be implemented in more

applications.

Throughout the accomplishment of this project, the author had learnt most of the

functions and sensors for creating 3D objects and making user interaction within the

virtual environment. From this, the author had improved her VRML programming

language by theoretical and putting it into practice. In addition, the author had also learnt

on task assembly and collision detection in a virtual world. Even though the author had

faced many obstacles during development, she managedto complete the game on time.

Also, the author had learnt and improves the application of new and existing software

throughout the completion ofthe project such as 3D Studio Max and 3D Exploration.
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5.2 Recommendation

i) The end product of Virtual Towerof Hanoi coulduse a better texture for the

3D objects to createhigh realism and thus make the appearance of the game

more appealing. Besides concerning the appearance of the product, the

functions and sensors used for the user interaction could be enhanced to

avoidcomplexity of users to perform the assembly task.

ii) The author also advocates particular people who are involved in virtual

prototyping to enhance the application of assembly task in virtual

environment for beneficial purposes. Besides that, the author aspire gamers

to try out more 3D virtual games as it is more attention-grabbing and to

utilize the computeradvancedtechnologies.

iii) In the future, students whom are interested to further continue this research

paper should create more complex and challenging task assembly in various

applications besides games. This is because task assembly can contain many

more objects to be manipulated as it can be applied in diverse fields. They

could focus their diligence with further user interaction like a better

interactionwith the components. Apart from that, studentscan also developa

more challenging and complex game in virtual world that make use of task

assembly. The game should be more realistic and let the users feel the

immersion of being in a virtual world.

iv) Users should be able to expand the usage of interaction devices in virtual

environment projects. VR devices like pinch gloves and Head Mounted

Display (HMD) ought to be used to enhancethe interaction among users and

the 3D environment. Furthermore with these VR devices, the realism for the

users when interact with the virtual environment are increased.
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5.3 Conclusion

This project had highlighted on the effectiveness ofassembly task in virtual environment

by implementing it with the Tower of Hanoi game. It also had introduced the new

method ofconstructing an assembly task and a new way to play games which is by using

the virtual environment. Essentially, it helps to foster understanding ofthe VRML codes

used to develop the prototype which includes objects and user interaction. This project is

to be a benchmark or guideline for designers to venture in depth in the area of task

assembly and game applications in virtual environment. This project had also

contributed to a small section of the computer graphics and advanced technology world

especially in Virtual Reality and 3D environment.
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valuation is for Final Year Project: Virtual Tower ofHanoi
answeras appropriate. Yourcooperation is highlyappreciated.
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INITIAL SURVEY FORM

S^iyj^!' Please answerasappropriate. Your cooperation is highly appreciated.
!'rriUX\.'.S

Name (optional): Date:

Age: Gender:

1. Are you aware ofapplications based on Virtual Reality?

| | Yes

• No

2. How do you rate 3D Virtual Reality games?

Not enjoyable Less enjoyable Neutral Enjoyable Very enjoyable

3. What genre of strategy games are you most interested?

| | Action-adventure | | Race

I | Puzzles | I Sims

Others(please specify):

4. What is your preferable way of playing the strategy game?

I I Board games

| I 2D computer games

| | 3D virtual reality game

Others (please specify):



5. Are you familiar with Assembly Task?

| | Yes

D No

6. If yes, do you think it is effectiveto performan assembly task in virtual

environment?

I | Yes

• No

7. Are you familiar with Tower ofHanoi game?

• Yes

• No

8. If yes, how do you rate Virtual Tower ofHanoi?

Not interesting Less interesting Neutral Interesting Very interesting

9. Would you prefer to play Tower ofHanoi in 3D virtual environment?

• Yes

D No
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EVALUATION CHECKLIST

FOR

EVALUATORS

valuation is for Final Year Project: Virtual Tower ofHanoi
answeras appropriate. Yourcooperation is highlyappreciated.

Appendix B



EVALUATION CHECKLIST

•-v''-Jiv-! Pfease answer asappropriate. Your cooperation is highly appreciated.
I'M K«h.'.S

Name (optional):

Age:

Date: _

Gender:

The difficulty of performing assembly task in virtual environment using Tower ofHanoi

123456789 10

I I L J I _l I I I I

Very difficult Moderate Not difficult

The difficulty ofcompleting the Virtual Tower ofHanoi in time

123456789 10

Very difficult Moderate Not difficult

The effectiveness of performing assembly task in virtual environment; by the means of

Tower ofHanoi

1 4

Not effective Moderate

8 9

J L

10

Very effective



Level of interest on the Virtual Tower ofHanoi

10

Not interested Moderate Very interested

The probability of virtual environment becomingan effectivemeans to do task assembly

123456789 10

No probability Moderate High probability



Appendix C

Raw Statistics of Evaluation Checklist

The The The Level of The

difficulty of difficulty of effectiveness interest probability of
performing completing ofperforming on the virtual

assembly the Virtual assembly task Virtual environment

task in Tower of in virtual Tower of to become an

virtual Hanoi in environment Hanoi effective way
environment time using Tower ofdoing
using Tower ofHanoi assembly
ofHanoi task

Valid 5 5 5 5 5

Missing 0 0 0 0 0

Min 8.00 7.00 8.00 7.00 8.00

Max 9.00 9.00 10.00 9.00 9.00

Range 1 2 2 2 1

Mean 8.60 8.20 9.00 8.2 8.6

Sum 43 41 45 41 43

1. The difficulty of performing assemblytask in virtual environment using Tower of

Hanoi

Valid Frequency

8 2

9 3

Total 17 5

2. The difficulty ofcompleting the Virtual Tower ofHanoi in time

Valid Frequency

7 1

8 2

9 2

Total 24 5



3 The effectiveness of performing assembly task in virtual environment using

Tower ofHanoi

Valid Frequency

8 1

9 3

10 1

Total 27 5

4. Level of interest on the Virtual Tower ofHanoi

Valid Frequency

7 1

8 2

9 2

Total 24 5

5. The probability of virtual environment to become an effectiveway of doing

assembly task

Valid Frequency

8 2

9 3

Total 17 5


